JOTA Report for Benton District, Oregon Trail Council #697

Operation: 8:30 AM to 4:30 PM (PDT) on October 15, 2011

Call signs used (multi-stations, individual operators): KD7HRJ, W7IK, KB7MDE, KE7OSN, AC0Z

Radio Modes: SSB, FM, PSK, FM satellites, Fox Hunting

Radio Merit Badge Offered: 6 participants (2 have earned it to date)

Attendance:

Cubscouts: 2
Boy Scouts: 15
Adults: ~8

Stations Worked: We forgot to record this.

Comments: This was the second year that Benton district put on a JOTA event. It was not as well attended as hoped, since it had been promoted since May. However, we had competition from nearby districts this year (which is good and we worked with them via repeater) and a big Oregon State University football game. We are located in Corvallis, OR, home of OSU. All of the ham operators had fun and we plan to do this again next year, with even earlier planning. The fox hunting was a big hit.